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-f Yneouivocal data exist demon-

I | ,triing that exposure of
lL,/ underg-round rnìn"r, to high

concentrations of radon decay prod-

ucts causes lung cancers at higher

rates than would be expected without
the exposure. Lung cancer mortality in

miners has been used bY several

national organizations to calculate

expected num-
bers of lung

are based on a
lifetime exposure
to typical indoor concentrations and

assume that the lung cancer risk can be

extrapolated linearly to the general

population from total exposures in

miners. The miners' exPosure is

considered to be an order of magni-

tude greater than most people accumu-

late over a lifetime. Thus, if ten units

of radon causes a given risk, it is
assumed that one unit will cause one-

tenth of that risk.

The linear theory of radiation carcino-

genesis has not been tested because

the necessary human data do not exist.

Results of animal studies cannot

dehnitively be extrapolated to humans.

/ University of Pittsburgh researcher

Bernard L. Cohen believes environ-

mental radon exPosure maY offer
valuable clues in the investigation of
linearity.

He has collected nearly 200,000 short-

term radon measurements from
charcoal detectors in U.S. homes. By

relating average county radon mea-

surements with published lung cancer

mortality data, Cohen consistently

finds a negative relationship. As the

average radon rises, lung cancer

mortality declines. J
Epidemiological studies of this kind,

in which groups of people rather than

individuals are studied, are known to
have various

When Radon Levels Rise

Ecological Study Shows
Lower Gancer Rates

cancers caused 'The lineaf theOry WOUIi shortcoming is
by indoor radon' predict an increase in tung lack of data on

The calculations cancer rates." most factors

shortcomings.
The most serious

influencing the

disease. There is

no information in the studY about

smoking, for examPle, which is the

primary cause of lung cancer, nor are

there data on air pollution. Still, many

epidemiologists use these ecological

studies to describe differences in

populations and to identify potential

areas for further studY.

The figure on Page 7 shows lung

cancer rates for men and women in

965 U.S. counties and average indoor

radon exposures in these counties. The

solid line shows the best fit to the data'

The figure indicates a strong tendency

for lung cancer rates to decrease as

radon exposure increases.

This trend is statistically significant'

The linear theory would Predict an

increase in lung cancer rates. One such

prediction, the BEIR IV model Pub-

lished by the National AcademY of

Sciences in 1988, is shown as dashed

lines in the figure.

In trying to interPret the lack of
conelation with the linear theory,
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Cohen notes that most

people do not sPend

their whole life in the

same county. Accord-
ingly, their exPosure

to radon occurs at

various locations. He

corrects for this in the

(BEIR IV) model line.

He has also Performed
multiple regression

studies involving 17

socioeconomic
va¡iables and attemPts

to correct for differ-
ences in smoking
habits. The trend of
the data remains

si gnificantlY ne gative

statisticallY.

He has also divided
the data into subsets in

hundreds of ways,

including considering
the poorest, wealthiest,
most rural, and various

regional differences. He also examincd

the validity of his data and found the

same results even when he substituted

EPA surveys of indoor radon.

Cohen notes that it is difficult to

establish a correlation between smok-

"Even if smoking and radon
were highlY correlated,

there still exists a

discrepancy."

ing and radon in the counties he

studied. However, he says that even if
smoking and radon were highlY
correlated, there still exists a discrep-

ancy with linear models.

In a descriptive study to be published

in late 1992, John S. Neuberger of the

University of Kansas Medical School

reports on his examination of radon

and mortality data collected by the

'//ashington State Health Department'

Jr, 1988, the state added a question to
Itl death certificate form asking
¡¡:tether the deceased smoked during

'Jo, l5 years before death' Counties
t;th significant in-migration were not
r¡ed in Neuberger's analysis and age-

¡'¡.ciftc lung cancer rates for white
fqnales were calculated for four
'"aegories of radon exposure' ranging
frlm very low to high (0.4 to 9 pci/l)'

Ging the death certificates,
lêuberger found 447 women aged 65

crolder who died of lung cancer.
liirty of these women were reported
rÓt to have smoked during the
ií years preceding their deaths.

Dath rates among the women
e{posed to high rates of radon were
sgnificantly lower than those women
uhose exposure to radon was verY
hw. No statistically significant excess
qr trend with radon exposure was

perceived among the women who

ieportedlY had not smoked for the

preceding 15 Years. However' smce

ãnly 30 *ot"n fit this category, there

is no def,rnitive evidence.

OrdinarilY, no highlY significant

correlation can be extrapolated from

individuals, not groups of PeoPle'

Accurate data about smoking and

urbanization must be included' Cohen

suggests, however, that results of

ecólogical studies may be used as the

basis upon which to initiate more

dehnitive ePidemiological
investigations.À

Lung cancer rates ln 965

U.S. countlee va thelr mean

radon levels. Absclssa ls
dlvlded lnto ranges as

shown at the toP (llgures
are the number ol countles
ln each range). For the
countles ln eech range'
solld clrcles are the mean
luno cancer rate, error bars

"teine 
standard deviatlon

ol the mean, and oPen

ctrcles are flrst and third
ouartlles of the dlstrlbutlon'
dolld llnes are the best fit to
the 965 county data Polnts'
and dashed llnes are
predlctlons ol the linear
model(BEIF lV).
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